It’s a pursuit which humans have been chasing from long & would keep doing for long.

It’s an inspiration for us while we design the best products for uninterrupted future in mobility.

It’s the driving spirit behind constant evolution & ongoing transformation.

It’s the force which propels our future together.

It’s our purpose behind Technovation.
WHO ARE WE?
160 years young & growing.
Impacting billions of lives every day.
GREAVES CLEANTECH PORTFOLIO
Wide range of Fuel-agnostic Powertrain Solutions

DIESEL ENGINES
Single Cylinder - BSVI Engine

CNG / LPG / PETROL ENGINES
Wide-body CNG vehicle

OTHER ENGINES PORTFOLIO
From 7HP to 700HP

CREST ENGINES
POWERING SUSTAINABLE FUTURE

E-MOBILITY

FAST GROWING ELECTRIC NETWORK

ELE E-RICKSHAW

Empowering Last Mile Commercial Mobility with Eco-friendly Solutions
PRESENTING WORLD’S 1st BSVI COMPLIANT 3 WHEELER CLEAN DIESEL ENGINE
The new BSVI engine is powered with advanced electronic fuel injection technology and aftertreatment systems that ensure highly consistent pollutant reduction. This single cylinder diesel engine is built for affordable 3-wheeler application, providing better torque, enhanced load carrying capability & significantly reduced emissions.

- **Advanced electronic fuel injection technology**

- **Aftertreatment systems** that helps in reducing particulate matter

- **Better torque** for faster pulling power with higher loads & upslopes

- **Low total cost of ownership** resulting in more savings

- **Superior fuel efficiency** that saves fuel every kilometre
CREST ENGINE
CLEAN RESPONSIBLE TECHNOLOGY
Benefits Economy, Benefits Ecology

UP TO 30%\textsuperscript{*} HIGHER FUEL EFFICIENCY

UP TO 30%\textsuperscript{*} LESSER EMISSION

\textsuperscript{*}As per internal tests.
Greaves has re-imagined the urban mobility CNG/Petrol segment with latest technology of engines.

With its unique lean-burn technology delivering up to 30% higher fuel efficiency compared to conventional engines in the CNG/Petrol segment today, these engines ensure low tailpipe emissions, thereby meeting the latest norms. This technologically advanced engine will help Greaves increase its presence in the CNG/Petrol space with strong value proposition of low TCO, thus lending high daily savings to the end user.

**FEATURES**

- Available in CNG/Petrol
- Best-in-class fuel efficiency
- 3 way cat not required
- Lightweight (All Aluminum structure)
- Lower cost of ownership
- Longer service life
- Higher reliability
- Reduces emissions up to 30%
ONE ENGINE, MANY APPLICATIONS

Greaves engines are fuel-efficient, compact & versatile prime movers for various non-auto applications.

The engines in this category cater to agricultural, marine, construction and various other applications. Greaves is the only manufacturer in India with this wide product range – from 1.5HP to 700HP.
POWERING NON-STOP MOMENTS

Greaves has a smart range of portable generator sets for all your power requirements in residential and commercial complexes. These gensets exhibit higher efficiencies, compactness, higher reliability and have a compact footprint with reliable after sales service.

With a wide product range from 5kVA-1250kVA, these products are manufactured at an ISO 9001 2000 certified facility, powering critical installations and multifarious, applications benefitting everyday life.
A PRODUCT FOR EVERY STAGE OF CROP LIFE CYCLE

Greaves manufactures a wide range of pump sets, power tillers and light agri equipment that are powerful, reliable and fuel-efficient. These products are Made-in-India and require low maintenance. Now, mechanised farming has become simpler using Greaves light agri equipment which includes the brush cutter, the reaper, the weeder, the sprayer and the mini power tiller. Thus, right form the land preparation to harvesting, we enhance productivity at every stage of the crop cycle with mechanised equipment to help farmers.
ONE-STOP-SHOP FOR ALL YOUR SPARE PART NEEDS

6,000+ AFTERMARKET RETAIL OUTLETs
10,000+ MECHANICS

Greaves with its wide portfolio of trusted, genuine and affordable spares has created solid assurance in the minds of end users & auto mechanics, thanks to 6,000+ retail outlets spread throughout the country.

Greaves Spares is a one-stop-shop meeting all requirements of spares across the life cycle of products for all business groups – mobility, farm, energy & care.

ENGINE PARTS. VEHICLE PARTS. ANY MAKE. ANY BRAND.

GREAVES SPARES
THE PERFECT FIT

GREAVES MULTIBRAND
2 WHEELER SPARES

GREAVES MULTIBRAND
3 WHEELER SPARES
MAKE EVERYDAY MOBILITY EXCITING

Why buy an Electric Scooter?

**Economical**: You can finally laugh every time there’s a petrol hike.

**Green**: It’s time to give Mother Nature a reason to smile.

**Simple**: All you need to recharge is to plug in.

**Reach**: Adequate charge for in-city commutes.

**Fast**: Top speed of 55 kmph, it’s life in the fast lane.
TOUCHING MILLION LIVES EVERY DAY THROUGH A WIDE RANGE OF CUSTOMISED VALUE OFFERING

Greaves Cotton has made rapid strides towards globalisation. The Greaves International business has a growing global footprint with a presence in markets like the Indian sub-continent, South-east Asia, Africa and Middle-east Europe. Full gamut of products for the construction segment is available – stone vibratory compactors, pavers, backhoe loader, construction elevators and concrete pumps. Also available is a wide range of genset from 5 kVA to 2250 kVA.
AWARDED FOR OUR CONSTANT PURSUIT OF EXCELLENCE

Features in
BUSINESS TODAY MOST VALUABLE 500 Companies

Features in
FORTUNE INDIA’S NEXT 500 MID SIZE MARVEL Companies

Exercising higher standards of excellence in Safety and Health Practice in Factory

Award & recognition at 35TH TPM KAIZEN CONFERENCE COMPETITION

Certificate of TPM SIGNIFICANT ACHIEVEMENT AWARD, by CII (Confederation of Indian Industry)

Aurangabad plant bags FIRST PRIZE AT ‘INDUSTRIAL SAFETY AND HEALTH AWARDS’

Awarded ‘SUPPLIER OF THE YEAR’ from Tata Motors for Greaves Aftermarket business

Awarded ‘MICRO POWER OF THE YEAR’ from Indian Chamber of Food and Agriculture

Awarded ‘ACEF ASIAN LEADERSHIP AWARD’ for excellence in CSR
GREAVES

Greaves Registered Office
Greaves Cotton Limited, Unit No. 701, 7th Floor,
Tower 3, Equinox Business Park, LBS Marg, Kurla West, Mumbai - 400 070.
Toll-free No.: 1800 266 0670

Website: www.greavescotton.com
Follow us on: Facebook, Instagram, YouTube, Twitter, LinkedIn